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This time last week I was in a 
coffee shop at Heathrow airport just
watching the world go by – it was
fascinating to observe the colour and
variety of our multicultural society
here in the UK and particularly in
London. I had just returned from a
long flight back from Vancouver
where I had been working at a travel
medicine conference.

The Conference Centre was on
the waterfront with amazing sur-
rounding scenery including snow
capped mountain ranges and it was
interesting to watch the sea planes
take off and land, to and from
Vancouver Island. Sadly I had very
little time for sightseeing except for 
a 2 hour bus tour on the last day but
it’s somewhere I know I would love
to revisit when life is less frantic. 

The tour guide explained they are
preparing for the winter Olympics 
in 2010 and are very proud of their
preparations. Well this week in 
the UK we saw the launch of our
Olympic logo for the games to be
held here in 2012. My impression of
our logo, particularly the animated
version is much the same as the
excitement of the world passing me
at Heathrow, reflecting the diversity
of our nation, vibrant colours that
people wear and the excitement I
personally feel it creates. 

I didn’t think the news reports at
the launch explained the design well
and only since visiting the website,
www.london2012.com have I appre-
ciated that the design of the logo is
shaped in the numbers 2012! I admire
the ability of these computer experts
who are so talented and creative. 

Paul (Kearley) has always been
ahead of the game in terms of com-
puters and many years ago I remem-
ber visiting him and being astonished
and in awe of the size of his Apple
Mac computer and its large screen
which he used for the design of Craft
Creations products. Of course they
now have several of these computers
with even larger screens, and more
people working on the designs too. 

How much computers have
changed our lives... the other day 
a friend sent me a joke in an email
about the new terminology we use
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now in regard to computers which
really made me smile. For example,
memory was something you lost
with age; an application was for
employment; a program was a TV
show; a cursor used profanity; a 
keyboard was a piano; a web was a
spider’s home; a virus was the flu; 
a hard drive was a long trip on the
road and a mouse pad was where a
mouse lived! 

This week I have been teaching in
Devon and only returned home late
last night, but before I went I ordered
a new computer. Really tired, I had
hoped to sleep in a little later in the
morning, but was awoken by a loud
banging on the door. However, I
greeted the caller with glee as it
turned out to be the delivery of 
my new computer with its 24 inch
screen! I’ve never used an Apple 
Mac before so have a learning curve
to climb, but what a good excuse 
(if I needed one!) to call in to Craft
Creations and ask Paul for some tips,
and I’ll no doubt come away with 
yet more wonderful cards and mat-
erials to use in the future! 

Hope you all have a wonderful
summer.
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3D Découpage
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These découpage sheets are printed in the step by
step style and are very easy to use. Simply cut out the
complete picture (No. 1 on the sheet) and use this for
the background layer. 

Cut out the pieces for each numbered layer in turn,
mounting them onto the main picture as you go using
either mini fixers or silicone glue. Once all the pieces 
are used, mount the design into or onto a card.

A little extra work on the
layers makes a lot of differ-
ence to the finished result,
and here are some hints, tips
and ideas for mounting.
Wedding Bells SD279:

Layer 3: Glue the stem of the single leaf.
Curve the flower down by the bell.
Layer 4: Glue flower down by bell.
Layer 5: Glue both sides of the bottom
of the back bell.
Layer 6: Glue both sides of bell. Cut
between three left petals of the left hand
flower and shape centre petal. Cut
between two right leaves and shape.
Layer 7: Cut between the two leaves and shape.
Mounted 1: AP48U-05 Purple with glitter sticker borders. 
Mounted 2: DF01U-19 Burgundy. The left hand panel has about 2cm
trimmed off and the right is trimmed to just 3.5cm wide. To make this into

Wedding Cake SD275:

Layer 3: Cut between groom’s legs
and curve back leg down.
Layer 4: Cut between teds. Cut
above and below bow tie, curve
groom’s body and head down. 
Layer 5: Curve both bear’s arms
down at shoulders. Cut between
sitting mouse’s hands and cake and
curve hands down. 
Layer 6: Glue top tier bow loops on
the outer edge. 
Layer 7: Curve the top tier bow
loops to a nice shape and then glue
in place by the knots only. Sticky fix
mid tier bows and glue the tip of
the back loop. Glue lower tier bows
at knots.
Layer 8: Shape the middle tier bow
loops and glue all bows on by the
knots only. Glue mouse arms at 
the shoulders.
Mounted 1: SF01U-88. Mounted
straight onto the card with strips 
of wording cut from background
paper at the side. The little panels
from the découpage sheet make

lovely date and name panels when
used with silver sticker letters and
numbers. Clear glitter sticker bells are
used in the corner to complete the
design, they are mounted on pearl
card and gently shaped.
Mounted 2: AP48G-CG-GO-61 White
with Gold.

a silver anniversary card, I used the top layer of each
bell (and clapper   ) as templates then cut them from silver
foil and embossed a pattern onto them. I cut squares to
go down the narrow side embossing the letters and a
background pattern. The oblong panel has an embossed
foil edge and is mounted over a strip of organza ribbon.
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Horseshoes & Roses SD280:

Layer 3: Cut between the two right
hand leaves below the horseshoe and
curve to shape.

Layer 4: Cut between the top yellow
ribbon and leaf, curve leaf up and
ribbon down. It’s well worth cutting
between some of the petals and curv-
ing to shape on all the roses behind
the horseshoe.

Mounted 1: SF01M-40 Linen Silver.
The left side of the front panel is 
covered with background paper
(PBWD-SI-92). The first découpage
layer is mounted onto a piece of
green paper (SR005P) then mounted
to the top right of the card. 

The layers are worked as usual, but
the top layers of all the ribbon pieces
are covered with jewel ribbon (RIB08-
01) with a heart gemstone where the
knot would be. The left side of 
the card has strips of ribbon with a
gem at the crossover point. 

Three little panels are used for
the names and wedding date

Poppy Panel SD327:

Layer 4: Cut between the petals on both
the left and right daisies and shape. Glue
the bottom of the single poppy petal.

Layer 5: Cut between the petals of both
daisies and shape them.

Layer 6: Curve the bottom of the single
poppy petal down.

Mounted 1: SF06U-50 Hammer Green.
Birthday wording is placed along the edge
(XL705U). The little panels have been
curved to enhance their shape and glued
on by just the side edges with straight
sticker borders (XL500U) on either side.

Mounted 2: AP48M-85 Stardream Gold.

Motorbike SD337:

Layer 2: Glue the outside edges of the two
signs down. 

Layer 4: Cut between curved back of 
the seat and bend the bike trim behind 
it down. Glue the very back of the trim.

Layer 5: Glue trim down just in front of 
the number 2.

Layer 6: Cut between the handlebar 
and suspension rod, curve the rod down
and the handlebar up. Bend the trim along
the Castrol line and only use fixers above
the bend, so the lower part bends towards
the layer below. Glue by the 2 as before. 

Layer 7: Lightly bend the trim just under
the 2 along the join between red and white.
Lightly curve the piece above and below
the bend. Fix into place and glue by the ‘C’
of Castrol and by the 2.

Layer 8: Sticky fix the mirror at the wide
end and glue the point.

with the help of stickers and are
mounted using mini fixers for 
extra depth.

Mounted 2: AP48G-PL-GO-61 White
with a Gold Border.

Mounted 1: AP48U-51 Hammer Blue.

Mounted 2: SF01U-51 Hammer Blue. The
design is layered onto red card then onto
the right hand side of a larger, pearly white
panel. The outer lines of the tyre tracks are
made from straight borders, curved as they
are laid. The middle parts are from the
waste on some pattern border sheets. 
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Bears Carol Singers SD219:

Layer 2: Feather the edges of the
tree branches on both pieces.
Glue along outer edge and use
fixers behind leaves. Separate top

Snowmen Carol Singers SD226:

Layer 3: Glue sides of snow on the lamp.

Layer 4: Glue the bow by the centre and
lift the loops and tail once dry.

Layer 5: Glue left side of yellow scarf.

Layer 6: Glue the two sides of the hat brim.
Glue the left snowman’s arm at the top.

Layer 7: Cut between the straight part of
the snowman’s arms and song book. Curve
the arms down and lightly fold the book in
the centre. Glue the shoulders.

Layer 8: Glue the tops of the arms.

Mounted 1: AP48M-39 Linen Gold.

Mounted 2: SF01M-83 Stardream Quartz.
Mounted at the top right with several of
the little extra panels below and peel off
‘To You’ wording added. The left side of
the card is decorated with snowflake strips
(XL701U) and around the panels are small
snowflakes (XL697U) along with lots of 
the tiny dots which are left behind on the
sheet after peeling the snowflakes (pick
these up on the point of your craft knife).

Victorian Girl - Postbox
SD312:

Layer 2: Glue the snow at the
sides and bottom. 

Layer 4: Glue the top of the 
pillar box down.

Layer 6: Curve front of collar
down. Cut between gift and
elbow and curve gift down.

Layer 7: Glue the top of the
basket handle.

Mounted 1: AP48G-HC-GO-18
Deep Red with Gold.

Mounted 2: SF01U-78 Pearl
Evergreen. The design is
mounted on a red panel to the

ted (behind the door), sticky fix him in place and
glue the lower edge down. Cut between ear 
and door frame and curve ear down. On the snow,
only place a fixer at the top edge either side of
the bears then glue the bottom and sides down.

Layer 3: Cut between bear’s paw and the door and
curve the arm up.

Layer 5: Glue the single ear by the hat. Cut between
music and striped scarf and curve scarf down. Glue
top of lantern.

Layer 6: Glue green and yellow arms at shoulders.

Layer 7: Cut between the scarf and sleeve, curve 
the scarf down at the front.

Layer 8: Cut the scarf from the hat and curve 
scarf down. 

Layer 9: Fix ear and glue front edge down.

Mounted 1: AP48U-49 Hammer Red with a little
book in the corner. 

Mounted 2: SF01U-51 Hammer Blue. Trim a 3cm
wide strip from the front panel of the card, mount
the decoupage towards the top and add little

squares with numbers for the year. Add
star borders (ZL696U) on the back panel
where the strip has been cut away.

right of the card, leaving room for a selection of
parcels to the left. Each parcel is tied with different
ribbon. The Robin tags have a hole punched at one
end and are attached to the parcels with gold thread. 



Outer Space
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By Christine Robinson
Most children love anything to do

with space, planets and rockets. All of
these space themed papers are designed
to go together, so by simply cutting, lay-
ering and combining the papers you can
make some really fun cards. 

Materials Required: 
Collage Sheets: CS007 Space Panels and
CS008 Space Words.
Creative Papers: SR047P, SR048P and
SR051P.
Scraps of Coloured Card.

Peel Off Stickers: Large Numbers,
Stars, Small Wording, Borders etc. 
Scissors, Knife and Ruler.
UHU Refillable Glue Roller:
ADH23. 
Mini Fixers: ADH18.
Card Mounts of Your Choice.

White Square Card: 
Begin with an SF06 card and

hand cut three 28mm square aper-
tures into the right side of the
front panel. Cut out a large planet
square panel and mount onto
white card. Cut around leaving a
narrow border then stick this onto
a piece of the starry paper. Cut
around again leaving a narrow
border then stick the panel onto
the top left of the card mount.

Make the small satellite panel in the same way and
use mini fixers to mount it across the corner of the first
panel. Cut out three different small planet squares and
add mini fixers to the back of each. Fold the card closed 
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and add blue border stickers around the aper-
tures then, keeping the card folded, mount the
three planet squares through the apertures to get
them central.

Tall White Rocket Card:
Cut a length of grid paper making it exactly

two grids wide and stick one strip along the top
and one along the lower edge of an SF08 card.

Cut a large double rocket square panel and a
Happy Birthday panel. Layer these in the same
way as the large planet but using red then silver
card on each. Add tiny peel off stars randomly
over the white front of the card and just a couple
on the grid strips and panels. 

Twinkle Twinkle Card:
Cut a piece of grid paper 5 squares wide x 6

squares high and mount into the aperture of an
AP65 card. Cut a single rocket panel and mount
onto white then black card as before. 

Use mini fixers to mount the rocket panel
crossing over the aperture then add a number for
the child’s age and the wording onto the 
card as shown in the photo.

As you can see from this 
starry selection, it’s easy to 
make a great variety of cards 
from just a few sheets of space 
paper and some peel off stickers. 



Medallion Moments
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By Mary Crooke
These jewelled Medallion cards are quick and

simple to make, the addition of tiny craft gems
and cheap jewellery add a lovely bit of sparkle.

Materials Required:
White Stardust or Gold Card (for the medallion).
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Piece of Card to Match the Card Colour.
Lurex Thread to Match or Contrast with the Card
or Medallion Colour.
Standard Hole Punch.
Sparklies: Silver/Gold Chains, Large Half Gems,
Half Pearl Beads, Sequins, Tiny Craft Gems, Seed
Beads, Holographic Paper Dots, etc.
Fine Thread: Clear, Silver or Gold.
Clear Tape and UHU General Purpose Adhesive.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DA09M-40 Silver, DA09M-39 Gold. 

To Make The Cards:
Place the tracing paper over the diagram of

the flower and trace over the lines. Lightly stick
the tracing onto the back of the card you are
using for the medallion. Cut along the outer
traced line going through both the tracing and
the card. Remove the tracing and punch a hole in
the centre of the flower with the standard punch.

Cut a length of lurex thread in your chosen
colour making it approx. 25cm long. Tape one
end of the thread to the back of the flower shape.
Take it over to the front then feed through the
centre hole and pull through making the thread
sit in the dip between petals. Bring the thread
back to the front in the same place as before and
feed through the hole as before. The whole shape
is wound in this way so you have two strands at 

1

2
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each dip. When the winding is done, tape the
end of the thread at the back.

Depending on your colour scheme, use a little
silver, gold or clear thread to hang a pendant,
bead, or combination of bits below the shape 
taping the thread at the back of the flower. Fix
the centre of a 5cm length of chain (or thread
if preferred) to the back of the flower at the
top making sure it is firmly held in place.

Either make a second medallion or cut a circle
about 45mm diameter from the same card as the
original medallion and use it to cover the back of
the flower which will hide all the thread ends.
Decorate the medallion with sparklies as desired. 

Place the card mount face down with the two
ends of the chain or thread to the back of the 
centre panel aperture. Position so the medallion
sits neatly face down into the aperture. Tape the
ends and then glue the back flap over this panel. 

Cut a piece of matching card to the same size
as the back panel of the card and glue over the
white so the silver shows through the aperture.
Alternatively use scrapbook paper to add con-
trast as I have in the pink and red designs.

Card 1: Half pearl in the centre of the front surrounded
by blue seed beads with a punched holographic dot on
each petal. 

Card 2: Gold teardrop gems surrounding a central gold
sequin and round gem with teardrops on each petal. 

Card 3: Punched silver circle in centre with a silver half
bead on top and tiny pink gem flowers on the petals. 

Card 4: Silver gem in the centre with sets of three tiny
silver gems on the petals. White sticker wording and
tiny corners with a gem added to each.

3

4

Actual Size



Beautiful Beads
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By Pam Goodwin
These cards follow the same theme as some 

of my previous articles, with fabrics, nets and
stitching, but in this article I have concentrated
on different combinations of pretty stitches and
beautiful beads.

Materials Required:
A selection of see through Fabrics and Nets in a
range of Dark and Subdued Colours.
An Electric Sewing Machine and Machine
Embroidery Threads.
Backing Fabric Such as Cotton, Calico, etc.
Beads, Sequins and Sequin Waste.
Copydex Glue or Similar.
Card Blanks: AP77U and AP87U in White.

To Make The Cards:
Set your sewing machine for ‘free machine

embroidery’ by lowering the feed teeth and put-
ting on an embroidery or darning foot (usually a
small round foot).

I do largish pieces of embroidery from which
I can make several cards, a piece of backing fab-
ric 10cm x 18cm is good for a start. Onto this piece of backing fabric place layers

of cut or torn see through fabrics and nets from
your selection of subdued colours, no rules, just
whatever takes your fancy.

Pin everything down carefully and place
under the embroidery foot on the machine. Top
layers of fabric can get caught in the foot, if this
becomes a problem, covering the whole top layer
with a single piece of net or fabric will solve it.

Above: These are the types of see through fabrics and
nets I used. It’s best to choose a subdued colour range
without any strong contrasts.
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Above: Purple, brown and dark red fabrics with mauve,
purple, blue and silver stitching

There are no rules about the machine patterns
either. I usually do some lines with straight stitch
and some with zig zag and/or other patterns 
and swirls. These samples are just some ideas of
colours and patterns you could try. As with all
my ideas there are endless variations!

Above: Dyed silk over cotton then strips of net with
gold spirals, blue turquoise and pink satin stitch.

When you think you’ve done enough embroi-
dery take your opened out card blank and hold 
it over the fabric, move it around to find the area

you like best. Cut the area out leaving it 2cm
larger than the aperture and glue into place. Fold
the card and glue closed in the usual way.

Above: Sludgy pink, khaki and copper with maroon 
and green stitching

Have fun and don’t be afraid of trying strange
or unusual colour combinations, as you place 
the fabrics one above the other the colours will
change depending on what is beneath.

Above: Orangey browns with blue and brown stitching
and sequin waste - it’s okay to stitch over this!



Stitched on 18 count White Aida using 2
strands for the cross stitch and 1 strand for the
backstitch. This design fits into an AP79 card.
Stitch Count: width 37 x depth 60.

This card has been stitched using Anchor
thread. DMC or Madeira threads would give 
an equally pleasing finished result. 
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Pink And Purple
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By Kathleen Stroud

ANCHOR                                              MADEIRA                   DMC

A           76                    Deep Pink                  0605                      961
B     -     55                    Rose Pink                   0504                    3716
C     -     73                    Pink                             0502                      963
D    -     271                  Pale Pink                    0501                      818
E            1030                Purple                         0903                    3746
F     -     108                  Lilac                            0802                      210
G    -     117                  Blue                             0901                      341
H    -     1037                Pale Blue                    1001                    3756
I      -     288                  Pale Yellow                0103                      445
K           261                  Green                          1603                    3364
L     -     264                  Pale Green                  1604                      772
M    -     253                  Fresh Green               1308                      472
              1044                Deep Green                1404                      890



Bride & Groom
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By Diana Beeson

Materials Required:
Card in the Following Colours: Pearl White,
Black, Medium Grey, Pale Brown, Pearl Pink,
Pale Green and Wild Rose Translucent.
3mm Cream Quilling Paper.
Quilling Tool.
Fine Felt Tipped Pens: Black and Red.
Blue Gel Pen.
Mid Brown and Dark Brown Colouring Pencils.
Gold Label Stickers: XL462U-08 Flowers,
XL554U-08 Heart Border, XL478U-08 Wording.
Crystal/Clear Glitter Glue.
Paper Punches: 
Small Flower PPU131 and Leaf Spray.
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Craft Knife or Scissors.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: NF11U-65 Morphing Mauve.

To Make The Card:
Trace all the various items on the diagram,

adding the face details unless you want to add
them freehand. Re-trace them onto the relevant
coloured card using a pencil to indent a line then
cut out each part. You can use the carbon paper
method of transferring the lines if you prefer but
not for the face details.

Assemble the groom first placing the pieces
over the assembly diagram to get the correct
overlaps between them. 

Add detail to the hair using the deep brown
pencil to draw in the parting and the mid brown
to shade the hair. Cut along the black line to
make a slot. Draw in the face details then tuck
the top of the head under the hairline to fit and
secure with a little glue at the back. Leave this in
place on the assembly diagram.

Add three single, white peel off flowers down
the centre of the shirt front and just a touch of
glitter glue to the flowers to add some sparkle.

Add a little glue on the bottom edge of the
front of the neck and lay the shirt into place over-
lapping this slightly. 

Draw the trouser legs and waistband on the
trousers then colour in the toes using black felt
pen. Add a line of glue at the bottom edge of the
shirt and position the trousers over this.

Glue the lapels onto the jacket and the hand
onto the back of the sleeve before positioning
and gluing the jacket onto the groom. 

Assemble the bow tie and then glue into
place. Glue the groom onto the card using a line
of glue down the centre of the body, position 
to the left of the card and about 1cm from the 
bottom edge.

Assemble the bride on the diagram as follows.
Use the mid brown pencil to lightly shade the
hair and cut along black line to make a slot.
Draw the details onto the face, tuck it into the
hair and glue at the back.
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Add the narrow strip of wild rose translucent
to the hat. Cut the hat brim and slot the head 
into the hat, use the assembly diagram to get the
position of both hat and head right then glue to
hold it in place. 

Glue the hand onto the back of the sleeve of
the dress and then glue the dress bodice onto the
head at the neck. Glue the waistband onto the
skirt of the dress. This skirt piece is then glued
under the bodice but be careful to put the glue
above the waistband only.

Position the bride onto the card, the bottom of
the dress should be level with the groom’s feet,
her hand should be under his and the hat will

overlap his face a little. Once you are happy with
the placement, glue into position using glue
down the centre of the body and the right side 
of the hat.

Using the photo to guide you add the flower
detail to the dress at the sleeves, neck and skirt
and add a touch of glitter to the flowers.

Make a base for the bouquet by drawing
around a 5p coin onto some white pearl paper 
then cut this in half. Cut a 3mm x 20mm piece 
of wild rose paper, cut one end to a slant and
then cut along almost the whole length to divide
the strip into three ribbons. Glue this to the back
of the half circle. On the front, stick three white 

Actual Size
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flower stickers along
the curved edge. 

Punch 2 pale green
leaf sprays and 4 wild
rose flowers and then
arrange these over 
the sticker flowers. To
make the flower centres
wind a few turns of the
cream quilling paper
onto the tool until it
measures about 3mm, glue the end and remove
from the tool, add one to the centre of each
flower. Fix the bouquet to the bride’s arm.

Make the floral dec-
oration for the hat in
the same way using 4
green leaf sprays. Place
them as shown with 
the ends inward. Make
4 flowers to go on top
as described above.

For the buttonhole,
cut the top leaf from
the spray and use the
lower pair with a single
flower as shown in the
picture. 

Add the ‘On Your Wedding Day’ wording
centrally above the bride and groom and run 

a heart border strip down the
back flap to complete the card.
Above: The card is GF01U-30,
the front panels are covered
with pretty pastel pink scrap-
book paper (SR043P). You need
to cut the two pieces from two
separate edges of the paper to
get matching pink edged sides
for the gatefold card.
I made a few little changes to
the arms on both figures so they
neatly fit onto this gatefold card
whilst holding hands across 
the join. 
I gave the groom a bit of a hair
cut and changed the bride’s hat
for a pretty net veil using rope
border stickers (ZL649U-82) at
the top and bottom. Her bou-
quet is a little larger too, the
back section is made from a
punched flower with a circle 
of punched flowers and hand
cut leaves inside.

Actual SizeAssembly Diagram



Splish Splash
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By Gill Darlington

Materials Required:
Blue Shimmer Paper.
Ivory Angel Hair Paper.
Watercolour Paper and Blue Paint or
‘Sky’ Paper.
Happy Birthday Paper: BPHB-SI-98.
Fimo Clay: Flesh, White, Red, Green,
Blue, Black and Brown.
Fimo Dust: Blue Metallic, 
Antique Gold and Silver.
Fine Paint Brush.
Craft Knife.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
UHU General Purpose Adhesive.
Sticky Fixer Pads.
Card Mount: DEC6U-65 Hi 5 Mauve.

To Make The Card:
Assemble the mermaid and fishes onto a heat-

proof plate as you go so they don’t have to be
moved for baking.

Model the mer-
maid’s upper body
using flesh coloured
clay. It needs to be a 3D
shape looking like the
picture on the right
with the highest point
being about 5mm deep. Flatten the top of the
neck and the waist line to allow for the head and
tail to be fixed onto it.

Make two disc shaped breasts giving them a
little more depth in the centre and put into place
on the body. Make the arms and keep to one side
until the tail is in place.

Make the head and
press into place on the
neck. Add a tiny dot of
flesh for the nose. Make
the eyes with a very
thin layer of white

topped with very thin layers of green and black,
then press into place. Make the mouth using
white for the teeth first then add the lips over
the top, press into place on the face.

The tail is modelled
from blue Fimo in the
shape shown. The very
top part should be thin
enough to wrap over
the flatter part of the
upper body. Brush the
tail with blue metallic
Fimo dust at the top
and blend into silver
dust as you go down.
Add the scales using a biro refill tipped slightly
to give a ‘c’ indent rather than an ‘o’. Begin at the
bottom and work in rows, staggering the scales
row upon row. Use a knife or cocktail stick to
mark the tail fins. Press this onto the body.

Cover the join between the body and tail
with a green rope belt made by rolling a very
fine strand of green, folding in half and twisting
the two strands together. Press into place and
trim to fit neatly.

Actual SizeActual Size

Actual Size
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Add the arms pressing them on at the shoul-
ders. Make a pearl necklace from tiny balls of
white lightly pressed into place.

The hair is made from very finely rolled
strands of brown about 4cm long. These are
wound around a fine knitting needle, gently slide
them off so they keep their spiral shape then, one
at a time, fix one end to the mermaid’s head,
gently pulling to stretch out the spiral, this
makes a natural shape to her head of hair. Cut
a star hairslide from white, brush on some gold
dust and press lightly onto the hair.

Make the flower using
white. Make 6 petals and press
around a centre ball. Mark
each petal and curve the tips
up before brushing with silver
dust. Roll a thin stem from
green and just soften the
colour with silver dust, press behind the flower
and put the stem in the mermaid’s hand.

Make 3 fishes, these are fun to do. Use blue
Fimo and make 2 facing left and one right. Mark
the line between head and body and the tail fin
with the cocktail stick. Roll a little sausage of
pink clay and use the cocktail stick to press, by
the centre, onto the fish to
make the mouth.

Brush the body with blue
dust and add the scales with 
the biro as before. Brush the
head with silver dust, to pre-
vent this from going onto the
mouth or body, shield those
areas with shaped paper. Make
an indent for the eye on each
fish and press a tiny dot of
black into each.

Bake all the items in the oven
following the instructions on
the Fimo pack.

Actual Size

Actual Size

Actual Size

I have used an 11cm square of watercolour
paper and painted a blue wash for the sky, if you
don’t want to paint then sky coloured card is a
good option. You can use a piece of sky scrap-
book paper but this would need to be mounted
onto card first to give it some stiffness.

Cut a wavy strip from the blue shimmer
paper about 1.5cm deep and glue just below 
the centre of the sky square. Trim to the edge
of the panel. Cut a similar strip of angel hair
and glue this over the top of the blue trimming
to the panel as for the blue. Glue another strip
of blue over these two strips leaving about 7mm
of the first strip showing. 

Glue another strip of blue below this strip and
cover it with a strip of angel hair. Continue to
cover the bottom of the panel in this way alter-
nating a strip covered with angel hair with a
plain blue strip, tucking the fish in between the
layers so they go in and out of the waves and
gluing the pieces into place with UHU.

Trim the happy birthday paper to give you 4
strips about 12cm long making the edges wavy
and glue around the sea panel to make a frame,
mitre the corners for a neat finish. Fix the fin-
ished mermaid into place using UHU.



Beach Huts
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By Vi Lawrence
Following on from my log buildings in issue

43, these little beach huts use the same idea but
with different props to give a summery feel.

Materials Required:
Corrugated Card: COR01 Green, COR05 Natural.
Card: Yellow, Blue and a Cream Oval Offcut.
Brown Watercolour Paint and Paintbrush.
Fine Black Marker and Gel Pens: 
Green, Yellow and Pink.
Craft Knife and P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF03U-27 Bright Blue.

To Make The Card:
Glue the oval offcut onto a piece of natural

corrugated and cut around leaving a 5mm border
all around then glue centrally onto the card. 

Using the diagram for size cut the hut from
green corrugated card. Cut one long flute from
natural corrugated, and use the diagram to cut 
to the correct length. Glue the hut onto the offcut
and then glue the two strips of roof into place.
Paint a light wash of the brown paint around the
hut to make the sand. 

Using the diagram for size cut a yellow
window and a blue door, edge both with the
black pen and add window panes and a door
handle before gluing on to the hut.

Draw a spade and bucket using the black pen,
colour them in then draw a tiny bird on the roof
and some more birds flying in the sky. Draw and

colour in some pretty flowers and leaves on
either side of the hut to finish. 

This design would also make a great garden
shed with a bit of painted grass instead of the
sand and a few more plants in the background.

Actual Size

Below: I started off making a version without any
painting and got a bit carried away. The pretty
colours are perfect for a row of huts with printed
paper sand and sky, and sticker beach toys - Ed.



Linda Davies
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Designer Profile
I have been making cards

for about three years now. 
I started by making cross
stitch cards for friends and
work colleagues using the
free cards from cross stitch
magazines. The flowers and
initials were very popular
and I have included one 
here as an example.

When I saw an advert
for Craft Creations in one
of the magazines, I sent
off for a catalogue and an
assorted pack of cards
and envelopes and I was
away. Stickers, pressed
flowers, tissue, ribbon,
patterned papers and my
dining table was soon
awash with materials. I
have since moved to the
spare room - which is a
common side effect of card making!

My main theme is simplicity and I really like
working with paper flowers, stick on jewels and
ribbon - a bouquet tied
with a pretty ribbon
always works well and
peel off stickers help
to guarantee a profes-
sional finish. I also like
sponging (dabbing a

sponge onto a coloured ink pad) as 
a background on cards, particularly
when I only have white cards avail-
able as in the lilac card on the left.
This technique is also great for grass
on a football themed card.
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Among the many other themes I have worked
on have been birthstone cards, wire work is not
my forte but I was quite pleased with the way
the Sapphire card came out. The Moonstone card
was part of the same series and I made cards
with Garnet for January, Amethyst for February,
etc. all of which indulged my love of stick on
jewels.

Recently I have
started using aperture
cards, the small multi-
ple squares are good
and I am very much
enjoying using some
beautiful papers for 
the background within
the squares. This looks 
very pleasing and gives
a ‘classy’ effect to the
work. I find they suit
anniversaries and
engagements very well.

I started selling my cards through a friend
who suggested she took them to her place of
work as the girls there had expressed an interest
in seeing them and I was quite surprised by the
number she sold for me. 

I have also been fortunate enough, after
plucking up the courage to go in and ask, to get
my baby congrats and christening cards in a local
baby wear shop. This was sadly short-lived (too
much competition from the shop next door) but
it shows that there are opportunities out there. 

I now enjoy selling my
cards at craft fairs, the other
stall holders are usually
quite friendly even if you
are in direct competition
with them. This is why it
pays to have a recognisable
look, personal to your work
and something just a little 
different to what everyone
else is offering. 
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There are a lot of us
out there. Like many card
makers I also make ‘spe-
cials’ when commissioned
which are usually larger,
boxed cards.

Projects I have been
working with lately inc-
lude ‘party dress’ cards
made using fabrics, mesh,
jewels and ribbons. Some
I also personalise by

including a photograph
of the recipient on the
card as well. 

Dress cards are 
suitable for any age, I
recently made one for
an eighty year old and
another for an eighteen
year old, both of whom
loved them and of
course they are perfect
for Christening cards.   



See The Middle
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 By Leo Thompson
Folding the squares in this way

leaves the complete middle of each
square showing which is quite unusual
in tea bag folding.

The squares in the corners are fold-
ed as shown in issue 29, ‘Tea With Leo’
and if you are new to tea bag folding,
there are hints and tips in the same
issue in the ‘Tea Time’ article.

Materials Required:
Mini Picture Sheet: MP020.
Pale Blue and White Card. 
Craft Knife, Ruler and Cutting Mat.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC6U-77 Regal Blue.

To Make The Card:
Cut a square of four of the large

size dragonfly pictures and glue this

square onto the pale blue card. Cut to leave a 2mm
border all around then glue onto the white card.
Cut around as before then glue this panel centrally
to the front of the card mount.

Cut four of the small size pictures to individual
squares and fold as follows.

With the square face down, fold in half diagonally
and open out. Fold on the other diagonal and open
out again.
Keeping the paper face down, fold one corner into
the centre using the creases for accurate positioning.
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Fold the top left hand side across to touch the
base of the triangle fold.
Fold the top right hand side across to touch the
other side of the trian-
gle. This is the back so
turn over to use.

Fold the other three
pictures in the same
way and then glue 
onto the panel on the
card to leave the centre
borders showing.

Using the small size squares, fold the four
corner designs as shown in issue 29 then glue
into position in the corners.

The green card is made in the same way but
uses small pictures for the background and for
the folding. The folded squares are placed further
into the centre of each of the background squares
leaving larger gaps between them.

Above: The design is the same as for the main
card but I used a different fold for the centre
squares. Champagne glitter dragonfly stickers
are added to the corners (ZL511U-59) and white
best wishes wording stickers placed between
them (XL428U-08).

Above: I used the bees paper (MP019) and the
issue 29 fold for the centre design which shows
the small corner bees well.
Left: The ladybird paper (MP022) also works
well, I used another type of fold for the centre
squares and some gems to add a bit of sparkle.



Paper Roses
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By Yvonne Bleuler
These lovely 3D roses are paper punched then

gently shaped. The Stardream paper gives the
flowers a very pretty, pearly sheen.

Materials Required:
Lilac Stardream Card 90mm x 138mm.
White Hammer Card 80mm x 128mm.
Stardream Paper: Lilac, Purple and Cream.
Coloured Paper: Leaf Green and Golden Yellow.
3mm Pearl Beads x 2, some 2mm Purple and
Gold Beads.
Paper Punches: Verdure Leaf Spray, 
Sakura 5 Petal Flower and Vinca 6 Petal Flower.
Needle Tool or Fine Quilling Tool and Scissors.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF03U-45 Hammer White.

To Make The Card:

1. Punch six green leaf sprays (a similar style of 
leaf would work equally well if you don’t have the
Verdure punch). 
2. Punch three Sakura flowers in each of lilac, purple
and cream pearl paper, again, if you do not have this
exact punch use a five petal one and just cut a nick
out of each petal tip. 

3. Punch three purple Vinca flowers and craft as 
follows. Cut a slot in one of the three shapes as
shown by the blue cut line on the diagram below left. 
3a. Pull the sides together and overlap at the cut
slightly, glue it and hold until it is stuck. This will
give a cone shape as shown. Curve the edges of the
petals down between your finger and thumb to give
a pretty shape. 

4. Cut a ‘V’ out of another flower as shown by red
line and shaded area on the diagram above. 
4a. Bend the two edges to slightly overlap then glue
and shape as before.

Actual Size

1 2

3 3a

Actual Size

Actual Size Actual Size
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Actual Size

4a

Actual Size
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5

Actual Size Actual Size

5a

6

Actual Size Actual Size

6a

6. Now use the other half of this same flower, cut as
close as you comfortably can to the petals (green line
on the diagram), discard the centre piece.
6a. Roll the petal piece up from one end which will
form a bud, allow the top to spread a little and glue
to keep in place. Use a fine quilling tool for the rolling
if it is easier. 

Make another purple and one lilac flower in
the same way and set aside until assembling the
whole design.

7. Cut three cream lily shapes using the diagram and
give them a curved shape by pinching in at the base. 
8. The centre of the flower is made from golden 
yellow paper. Cut a 1cm x 2cm piece of yellow and
fringe one long edge as shown. Roll this up in a 
fine quilling tool or by hand and glue closed before
removing from the tool. Spread the fringe a little once
the glue is dry and glue along the lily petal, fitting the
rolled end into the pinched end of the petal.

Glue the lilac card panel centrally onto the
front of the card mount and then the white panel
centrally over this. 

Begin assembling the design on the card but
only glue the minimum of each item down to
allow the leaves and petals to be curved up off
the background and for them to be placed at an
angle. Start with the leaves and then the lilies.
The roses are next, place the largest petal and
glue it at an angle to suit, add the next layer
again at an angle but at a different one to the
first, continue until all petals are used up.

Now add the Sakura flowers in a pleasing
mix, curve some petals to look good and then
add the beads to the centres.

5. Cut another flower in half and cut a half circle from
the straight edge of one half as shown by the brown
line, the left hand side is the side you will be using.
5a. Pull the two sides together then glue and shape 
as before.

Actual Size

7

Actual Size
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Birthday Fairy
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By Carol Crowley
This sweet little fairy will brighten any little

girl’s birthday or would make a lovely Christmas
card if you prefer.

Materials Required:
Silver Mesh 7cm x 10cm.
Azalea and Lilac Mulberry Paper.
Paper/Card Pieces: 
Pale Pink, Deeper Pink, Brown, Silver and White.
Red and Black Felt Tipped Pens.
2 Silver Leaves: LEA06-02.
White Stamen.
Cocktail Sticks.
Happy Birthday Stamp or Stickers.
Pink Stamp Pad.
Paper Punches: 
PPU57 Spiral, PPU99 Ribbon Border (for Tiara),
PPU74 Large Circle and PPU127 Small Circle.
Straight Scissors and Shaped Scissors.
Sticky Fixers and Glue Stick.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF02U-43 Linen White.

To Make The Card:
Use a wet paintbrush to mark out a rectangle

of 9cm x 11cm on the azalea Mulberry and anoth-
er of 5cm x 10cm. Tear the excess away along 
the dampened lines to make two rectangles with
nice fluffy edges. 

Use the glue stick to fix the larger panel to the
card positioning it diagonally across the top of
the card (see photo). Fix the smaller panel below
this in the same way.

Place the silver mesh onto scrap paper and
cover the back with glue stick then glue into
place offset over the Mulberry panel.

Cut out a circle of pale pink card for the 
dress measuring 7cm diameter and cut out the
segment as shown. Cut out two sleeve shapes
using the diagram on the next page.

Actual Size

Dress
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Cover all three pieces with lilac Mulberry
paper using a glue stick then trim the edges to
shape. Use P.V.A. glue to form them into cones,
flatten these a little then cut off the points.

Place half a sticky 
fixer near the top inside
the dress cone leaving
the backing on for now.
Cut off the points from
each of the cocktail
sticks, wrap one end of
each with a triangle of pink paper and glue to fix.
Fix the other end of each onto the sticky fixer
already placed inside the dress.

Trim the points of the silver leaves to give
nice rounded tips instead of points and lay these
with the arms and dress on the card to work out
where they need to go. Glue the wings into place
by the bottom edges only. Glue the arms into
place positioning the seam at the back. Glue the
dress into place by the centre back only. 

Punch a large pale
pink circle for the head
and two small pink circles
for the cheeks. Glue 
the cheeks into place
and draw in the eyes and
mouth leaving enough
space for the hair to fit
above them.

Make the curly hair
from punched brown spi-
rals, place these from the
top centre and then down
both sides until you are happy with the result.

Punch a ribbon border from the silver paper
and use the centre for the tiara folding the longer
sides behind the hair and gluing at the back to
hold it. Use sticky fixers to place the head over
the body on the card.

Punch two little pale pink circle hands, 
dab a tiny bit of glue onto one edge of each
and stick one just inside the top layer of
each sleeve. 

Make a wand from the stem of a stamen,
cut off the actual blob as you only need the
stick. Glue a sequin star to one end before
sticking into place on the hand.

Stamp the wording onto white card using any
suitable wording stamp and a pink pad. Peel off
stickers make a good alternative if you prefer.
Trim the card with shaped scissors to make a nice
panel then glue over the Mulberry panel. 

Actual Size

Sleeve

Below: I kept a pinkish theme but mixed in some
gold and creamy white for this Christmas fairy
card. The wings are made from cream leaves and
the dress from white Vita paper which gives it a
pretty pattern. The tiara is made from a piece of
border peel off.

Actual Size

Actual Size

Feet



Two By Two
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By Catherine 
Collet-Matringe

Materials Required:
Matt Black Paper and Deep Yellow Paper.
Carbon Paper and Tracing Paper.
Small Sharp Scissors.
Sharp Pencil and Masking Tape.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and Cocktail Stick.
Card Mount: SF01U-31 Parchment White.

To Make The Card:
Place the black paper wrong side up inside

the magazine under the diagram on this page.
Slip the carbon paper (inky side down) in be-
tween the page and the black paper and keep it
all in place with a little masking tape.

Place the tracing paper over the diagram and
tape lightly in place. Use a sharp pencil with
light, even pressure to trace over all the lines.

Remove the silhouette from under the page
and cut out using the scissors. Use the point of
the scissors to pierce through the paper to cut
small openings. Roughly cut pieces of deep
yellow paper to fit behind the openings and
stick into place on the back of the paper.

Carefully apply glue to the back of the com-
pleted ark with a cocktail stick and stick the
design centrally onto the card mount.

Actual Size
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By Helga
Dharmpaul

A friend acquired a box 
of cards that were about 100
years old and she offered me 
a rummage to see if there was 
anything I would like. 

I found a small part of a
Victorian handmade card. There
were traces of glue on the back,
suggesting it had been mounted
onto a larger card at some time.
I borrowed this item and tried
to recreate something in the line
of the original.

Sometime after this, I was given some back-
ground information which I found very interest-
ing but cannot vouch for its authenticity. I’ll pass
it on to you and you can judge for yourselves!

Victorian ladies made this kind of card, the
card inside the pocket having a short message on
it without a signature, to be handed out at times
like birthdays or Christmas to soldiers who
would never get any mail because they had
nobody back home to write to them.

It is a great sentiment, true or not, that we
could easily adopt today since we still have so
many soldiers who fight wars a long way from
home. There are sure to be many men and
women too, who never receive any mail. A nice
way to show they have not been forgotten.

Materials Required:
Deckled Panel: PCD3U-25 Parchment Blue.
Blue Paper (I used wallpaper).
Victorian Scrap or Rub Down Transfer etc.
Silver Marker Pen and Silver Border: XL170U-02.
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Straight and Scalloped Scissors.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF03U-30 White.

To Make The Card:
Place the deckled panel on some scrap paper

and colour all four edges with the silver marker. 
I have wrinkled my panel to give it an
old look by folding it and then flattening
it out again. This should be centrally
mounted onto the card. 

Trace the pocket diagram and trans-
fer to the blue paper before cutting out
and folding or make up your own shape
if you prefer. Decorate the front using
whatever you have chosen and stick the
completed pocket onto the panel already
on the card.

Run a line of chain border stickers
around the edges and tuck a little note
card into the pocket with a short mes-
sage of support.



Hearts & Flowers
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By Maureen Furniss
I made all the flowers from pastel papers

which I had left over from other projects, you can
use any pastel colours, or match them with the
actual wedding colours. The heart design would
make a pretty anniversary card, you could also
match the colours to the anniversary.

Materials Required:
Blue Coloured Paper and Blue Shimmer Paper.
Tracing Paper: TR003.
Quilling Paper: 3mm Silver and Yellow, 
5mm in Pastel Shades.
Fine Quilling Tool.
Silver String Beads: BEA29.
Gold Label Stickers: XL664U-02 Heart Corners,
XL264U-02 Congratulations (similar) and 
XL478U-02 Wedding Day.
Needle and White Thread.
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Scissors or Craft Knife.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC1M-81 Aquamarine.

To Make The Card:
Trace the heart shape from the diagram on the

left. Position onto the front panel of the opened
out card then retrace the line to indent the card. 

Make two silver bells: Use a full length of
silver and roll to a tight coil, glue the end before
removing from the tool. Press the tool handle or
a pencil into the centre of the coil and gently
push out to form the bell shape, press slightly to
flatten. Cut a length of 3 beads and glue into the
centre of the bell.

Actual Size
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These two bells should be glued at the top
centre of the heart you indented onto the card.

The rest of the flowers are daisies and roses,
you will need about 20 of each and they should
be made in a selection of colours.

Daisy: Use a 25cm length of 5mm coloured
paper and fringe along one edge, glue a 5cm
length of 3mm yellow paper to the end of this,
roll to a tight coil and glue the end before remov-
ing from the tool. Once the glue is dry gently
press the fringe open.

Roses: Use a full length of 5mm paper and
wind on a quilling tool for several turns, fold the
paper down at a right angle to the tool and then
continue winding bringing the edge in line as

you go. Fold down again
and wind in the same way
until the rose is about 8mm
diameter. Glue the end
then remove from the tool.

These roses and daisies
should be arranged and
glued around the indented
heart using the photo to
guide you.

Trace the book outlines
from the diagram and then
transfer to the relevant
coloured paper, i.e. the

largest on blue, the medium on
blue shimmer and the smallest
on tracing paper. Cut each 
of these out and stack before
folding in half. Stitch along the
fold to hold the book together
and then glue into place on the
card fixing at the centre only. 

Add the wording to the page
in the book and inside the heart.
Place a peel off corner into each
corner of the card. 

Actual Size
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By Katie Conway
Cats are always a popular

subject for cards. I think the
black and white theme makes
these cute cats look quite strik-
ing and very modern too.

Materials Required:
White Card, Silver Mirri Card
and White Paper.
Mulberry Paper: M13A4 Black
and M26A4 Ivory.
White Shrink Plastic: SHR01.
Rubber Stamps: 
Pawprint and Happy Birthday.
Black Stayz On Ink Pad.
Fimo Clay: Black FIM37 and
White FIM29.
Fimo Varnish: FIM02.
Rolling Pin.
Black Cord 35cm Approx.
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
2 White Rivets and a 
Rivet Setter.
3 Silver Jingle Bells.
Corner Rounder Punch or Scissors.
Craft Knife. 

Sticky Fixer.
UHU General Purpose Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF06U-61 Textura Bright White.

To Make The Card:
Soften about 1⁄3 block of white and the same

amount of black Fimo and roll each into a long
thin rectangle about 3mm thick, make sure they
are long enough to fit two cats, one below the
other (approx. 14cm). Trim one long edge of each
with a knife and ruler. 

Place the two pieces side by side with the cut
edges towards each other and press together to
make a nice straight join line. Cut the Fimo neat-
ly in half and turn one half over so the colours
are reversed.

Trace the cat shapes on the left including a lit-
tle mark at the top and bottom edges to show
where the colours join. Cut them out and lay one
body onto each block of prepared Fimo leaving 
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cord and thread this through the rivet holes knot-
ting the ends on the back of the panel.

Varnish the cats and, once they are dry, glue
them into place using UHU then fix the happy
birthday disc into place with a sticky fixer.

Above: If you don’t enjoy clay modelling but
like the design, why not make these stylish cats
out of card instead. 

I kept the same black and white colour
scheme for my card cats and used a white pen
for the eye on the black side so it showed up
really well. I left off the whiskers to keep things
simple.

The cats are mounted on a panel of silver
Mirri card with white behind. The back panel is
black card mounted onto silver Mirri. Strips of
white card are added over the black and decorat-
ed with stickers as follows, black paw prints
(XL502U-33) and Happy Birthday (XL705U-03).

Two white eyelets are set into the top right
corner of the card and thin cord is threaded
through to hold a metal charm cat (SBC09). I
used a mini fixer behind the charm to keep it at
a nice angle as I didn’t want it to hang down. 

room for the heads above. Place the heads on the
Fimo used by the opposite cat so the colours are
reversed and use the marks made on the paper to
get the join line in just the right place. Carefully
cut around the shapes with a knife. 

Roll some black Fimo into a sausage about
5cm long and 3mm in diameter taper one end to
a nice point. Make a second tail in the same way.

Place the bodies on a piece of foil pressing
together lightly where they touch at the bottom.
Make small triangles for the noses and press each
into place on the heads. Add the heads to the
bodies on the foil reversing the body colours 
(i.e. black to the centre) pressing them lightly
together. Press a tail to the black side of each cat
curving them in a pleasing way.

Roll a very fine sausage of black Fimo then
make the eyes and some whiskers, add these to
the cats using the photo to guide you. Bake the
Fimo according to the instructions on the packet.

If you want some really small wording (or
images) and all your stamps are too large, try
stamping onto shrink plastic. A great bonus is,
that as the image gets smaller it also gets neater,
particularly useful also if you are drawing or
writing something by hand. 

Rubber stamp the wording onto the shrink
plastic and add a paw print above and below. If
you have a large circular punch (approx. 5cm),
you could use it to punch this out or cut it into a
circle carefully by hand. Bake in the oven or use
a heat gun to shrink the circle down following
the instructions given on the pack.

Cut a white card panel to 8cm square and
round the four corners. Use torn bits of black 
and ivory Mulberry paper to decorate this panel
in a random way and glue the pieces into place
when you are happy with the layout. Mount this
onto the card placing it 28mm from the top edge
and central from side to side.

Cut a 6cm square of silver Mirri and round
the four corners before gluing centrally onto the
Mulberry panel on the card already. For the top
panel I used a 53mm square of paper which was
pre-printed with paw prints. If you have a small
enough stamp you could stamp the paper or
draw them in using black pen. Round the cor-
ners and glue the panel onto the card.

Mark the position of the rivet holes which
should be 2cm from the bottom of the card and
1cm in from each side. Punch the holes and fix
the rivets into place. Thread 3 bells onto the black
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By Alison Barrow
I have made this for a pearl wedding but 

a change of colour would make it suitable for
any other year or, with a change of wording,
it could be a wedding congratulations card.

Materials Required:
Cream Alchemy Pearl Card 7cm x 14cm.
Cream Smooth Card 6.5cm x 13.5cm.
3mm Pearl Beads.
Pearl Seed Beads: BEA07.
Needle.
Ivory and Gold Thread.
Pricking Tool and Mat.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.
Satin Ribbon: 15mm Ivory. 10mm Ivory, Deep Ivory
and Mushroom. 6mm Ivory and Deep Ivory. 
3mm Deep Ivory.
Gold Label Stickers: XL500U-01 Borderlines and
XL218U-01 Wording.
Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.
Sticky Fixers and Clear Tape.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC6U-46 Hammer Cream.

To Make The Card:
Trace the two solid hearts from the diagram, then

trace just the dots for the centre heart and the eight
beads on the ribbon borders. Lightly tape the tracing
onto the cream pearl panel and retrace the top and
bottom hearts pressing firmly to indent the panel. 

Place the panel onto a pricking mat and use a
pricking tool to prick through all the dots making the
centre heart and the eight on the ribbon borders.
Remove the tracing and carefully cut out the top and
bottom hearts.

Place the heart panel face down over the iris fold-
ing pattern (top of next page) so it shows through the
top heart. Use a little masking tape to keep in place.

Actual Size
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Use the 10mm ribbon to work the heart. Begin
with the deep ivory placing it over the segment
marked 1 trimming to just a little longer than the
aperture, use a little tape at each end to keep
securely in place. Place the ivory ribbon over
segment 2, trimming and securing as before.
Now place the mushroom ribbon over segment 3,
trim and tape as before. 

Continue working the next six segments in
the same way following the numbers and colours
in sequence. Finish with a strip of 15mm ivory
ribbon to cover the triangular hole in the centre.
Trim any bits of ribbon which are sticking out too
far at the top or covering the centre heart dots.

Work the
woven heart next
using the 6mm
wide ribbon in
deep ivory, cut
seven strips each
45mm long. With
the panel face
down place one
strip in the centre
of the heart
going from the
top point to 
the bottom point. Tape the 
bottom end only at this stage.
Place another strip beside this
one making sure it is butting up
to the first, again, only taping
the bottom edge for now. Cover
the whole heart with the strips
in this way. 

Cut 6 lengths of ivory ribbon
to 50mm. Weave one strip over
and under the deep ivory strips
sliding it right down to the

point of the heart and making sure all the strips
are flat and straight. Weave the next strip in
butting it up to the first and making sure it is
neat. Repeat this for all the other strips and then
tape the edges to keep it securely in place.

Use a needle and thread to stitch the pearls 
on the centre heart. Tape one end of the thread to
the back of the panel. Bring the needle through
any hole and stitch the beads on using backstitch
as shown above. Continue until you have used
all the holes then tape the end of the thread to
the back.

Cut two 16cm lengths of 3mm ribbon in deep
ivory. Place one strip of ribbon on each side 
of the panel making sure they are centred on 
the holes pricked earlier. Fold the ends behind 
the panel and use a little tape to stick them 
at the back. The stitching for the beads will keep
it nicely in place at the front.

Stitch on the eight border beads as follows.
Bring the needle up through one of the holes and
through the ribbon, then take it through the bead
and back down into the same hole. 

Glue the slightly smaller, plain cream panel
behind this panel to cover over all the untidy bits

of ribbon etc. on the back.
Mount this finished panel onto

the left of the card using sticky
fixers and add the sticker word-
ing and border to the right.

Cut a 32cm length of gold
cord, wind it around the spine of
the card and tie in a knot. Thread
5 beads onto each loose end and
knot the ends to keep the beads
on. Trim off any excess thread
past the knot if needed.

Actual Size 

Actual Size 
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By Donna Field
 Scrapbook papers are great for cardmaking

and these colours matched the glitter stickers, so
I combined the two and just loved the results. 

Materials Required:
Scrapbook Papers: SR021P Pink Spots, 
SR030P Blue/Green Stitched Flowers and 
SR032P Blue/Green Dots & Lines.
Peel Off Stickers for Turquoise Star Card:
5 x ZL630U-57 Stars, ZL630U-82 Stars, 
ZL604U-57 Lettering, ZL403U-57 Numbers.
Peel Off Stickers for Pink Dots Card:
ZL621U-50 Flowers, ZL633U-50 Lines, 
ZL604U-50 Lettering.
Peel Off Stickers for Turquoise Flower Card:
ZL628U-57 Poinsettia Part 1, ZL330U-57 Borders,
ZL621U-57 Flowers, ZL604U-57 Lettering.
Pale Blue Card (for star design only).
Scissors and Ruler. 
Knife and Cutting Mat.

Clear Acetate: PET01.
Mini Fixers: ADH18.
UHU Refillable Glue Roller: ADH23.
Card Mount: GF01M-81 Aquamarine, 
SF01M-81 Aquamarine or GF01U-16 Pink.

Turquoise Star Card:
This design came about because I had been

making a lot of layered star cards using the more
fancy designs on the star sheet and had a lot of
the large plain star stickers left over. You can mix
in more turquoise ones if you happen to have
more of those.

Cut two strips of
paper for the front
of the card as shown
on the right. 

Cut away the
areas shown in
white on the dia-
gram on the follow-
ing page.
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Fold the
card and glue 
1 strip of paper
onto each side,
align the lower
edges with the
card and the
straight edge
on each strip along each fold. Trim the top edges
to the size of the card.

Stick a size 1 (largest) turquoise star onto
acetate and cut around it. Carefully add a size 2
clear star inside the turquoise. Lay this star onto
a piece of blue card and lightly draw around the
outer edge. Cut out the blue star shape and stick
the birthday numbers into the middle. 

Place a mini fixer onto the acetate behind 
each point of the turquoise star and stick it over
the blue card star so the number shows through
the middle. Place mini fixers on the back of the
star and mount onto the right side of the card
using the photo to guide you for position.

Using clear stickers, stick three separate size 3
stars onto the blue card with enough room to cut
around. Stick two separate size 2 stars onto the
card and stick a size 3 star inside each of them. 

Cut out all these stars and place mini fixers 
on the backs of them. Stick them into place on
the left hand side of the card using the photo to
guide you. Decorate the points of the two larger
stars with some of the turquoise dots.

Place one individual HAPPY letter into each
star and add the BIRTHDAY above the right
hand star. 

Pink Dots Card:
The dots are randomly placed across the

paper, so almost any bit will do. Cut two pieces 
a little larger than the front panels of the card.
With the card folded, stick the paper on aligning
a straight edge with the fold of the card then 
trim the other sides to fit.

Any of the larger size flowers will work just
as well, small flowers are useful on any small
dots which are cut through by the edges of the
card. Also any flowers which go off an edge can
be cut straight to the edge of the card.

Stick all the flowers onto acetate and cut them
out. Use mini fixers to stick them onto the dots in
any way you like. Use the straight lines random-
ly between the dots then add the wording along
two of the lines.

Turquoise Flower Card:
Cut a piece of flower paper a little larger than

the card. Fold the card and stick the paper onto
the front panel aligning one edge along the fold.
Trim the other three edges to the card size. 

Cut strips of wavy sticker borders each about
4cm long and place them so they radiate out from
between the petals of the flowers. 

Cut out extra flowers from the scrapbook
sheet in the same colours as those on the card
and layer them using mini fixers. 

Stick the poinsettia petals onto acetate and 
cut them out, I used a mix of large and small
petals. Use mini fixers to layer them onto the
paper flowers cutting off any petals which would
otherwise go off the edge of the card. 

Place any one large and one small sticker
flower onto acetate and cut around adding mini
fixers to the back of each. Choose one of the
paper flowers on the card to make a feature of
and layer the two flowers onto the centre of it. 

Decorate the tiny flowers between the large
ones by placing a turquoise dot to the centre 
of each and add the lettering, curving it around 
two of the large flower petals.
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By Julie Reynolds
The combination of silver stripes and square edged,

modern vases makes a very effective design on this tall,
upright card, giving it a simple elegance.

Mat erials Required:
Thin Card: Deep Red and Silver Mirri.
Paper Roses: FLW04-01 Burgundy.
4 Red Gemstones: GEM13.
Gold Label Stickers: XL500U-02 and XL705U-02.
Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.
Mini Fixers and UHU General Purpose Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF08U-45 Hammer White.

To Make The Card:
Use the diagram below

to mark the position of the
straight line stickers onto
the front panel of the card.
Place the card with the
lower edge over the top
section aligning the cor-
ners then make a small
pencil mark at each line.

Move the card down,
positioning it so the top 
of the card is aligned with 
the lower section of the
diagram and mark where
the lines meet.

Using the pencil marks
to get them even, add the
lines across the front of 
the card keeping them nice
and straight.

Trim about 2cm off each
rose stem and glue them

into place 3cm from the top of the card,
one in the centre and one evenly spaced
either side (see the little green lines on
the diagram).

Cut three red vases at 12mm x 52mm
and three silver at 10mm x 50mm. Glue
the silver onto the red and add a red
gemstone to each. Mini fix the vases into
place over the rose stems approximately
65mm from the top edge.

Stick the birthday wording onto a
piece of red card and cut around. Stick
this onto silver card, add the gem and
cut around leaving a narrow border.
Stick onto another piece of red card and
cut around again then mount onto the
lower right corner of the card to finish.
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Left: Barbara Larkins, Hertfordshire.
Die Cut flowers over a candy striped
background paper.

Below: Mary Penny, North Yorkshire.
Printed paper covers half of my card
front with copper and black panels 
of card and a Gold Label sticker leaf
and wording.

Above: Jacqui Beale, Dorset.
Paper punched flowers mounted over
striped background paper and decor-
ated with stickers.

Below: Pamela Groom, West Midlands.
I have used a panel of spiders web
paper and another of gold paper for a
background, topped with a cream oval
which is decorated with stickers and a
hand made bead necklace.

Above: 
Jenny Mann, Worcestershire. 
A very monochr omatic design using silver and
black, the design in the aperture is made from
paper weaving and the rest of the decoration is
done with peel off stickers.

Left:
Margaret Duffy, Fife.
The 3D découpage is from computer
print outs of a photograph. The borders
and wording are stickers.

Right:
Pauline Chidgey, Devon.
3D découpage design placed over 
printed background paper with
stamped and embossed wording 
and sticker decoration.
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Above: 
Mrs S. Lambourne, Berkshire.
A 3D découpage design bor-
dered with stickers and sticker
wording.

Right: Denise Young, Herts
Folded tea bag panel presented
on mauve and yellow panels 
of card with sticker borders.

Right: Jean Zelei, West Yorkshire.
Quilled butterflies and flowers over a 
rubber stamped background with a touch
of ‘flower soft’ trailing down.

Below:
Anne Dale, West Midlands.
Garden shed made from corrugated card
with a background of printed and plain
paper, the other items have been cut from
a collage sheet.

Below: Eileen Davies, Wales.
I have cut a diamond aperture in a single
fold card, a matching diamond in pale 
yellow is stuck to the back flap of the 
card and then topped with a quilled bou-
quet. The front of the card is decorated
with white and gold diamonds and an
embossed edge pattern.

Above: Margaret Hunter, Staffs.
A 3D découpage picture moun-
ted on a gold panel and a 
glittered panel with glittered
sticker corners.
Left: 
Ruth McFarland, N. Ireland.
The background is made from
card panels with printed and
plain ribbons. The boat is a
wooden shape and the light-
house is a plaster cast painted
with acrylic paint.
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Above: 
Jean Brown, Teeside.
This design is made from card and
stickers. The chest is made in 3 layers 
of card with the mirror being made of
Mirri card. The hat and shoes are stick-
ers over paper which are then cut out
and applied with sticky fixers. Three
paper roses are added to the vase.

Above: Hilda Potterton, Dorset.
A gatefold card decorated with a spray of 
flowers and stickers, inside is a 3D découpage
bouquet.

Left: 
Jean Childs, Wales.
I have used a single fold card for this
design and cut my own aperture for 
the window. The wall is ‘papered’ 
with snakeskin paper and the window
frames, drawers, curtains and rug are 
all cut from card, the rug being colour-
ed with inks and trimmed with a fine
fringe. For the background behind 
the window I have used a sheet of
découpage paper and used the other
layers for the flowers in the vase.
Below Left: 
Judy Porter, North Yorkshire.
Rubber stamped and embossed fan
which has been accented with mini
gemstones and glitter.

Above: 
Gloria Warner, Hertfordshire.
My card is a normal single fold card but 
I have cut the top edge to the shape of 
the découpage paper and trimmed the 
back panel so it does not show behind 
the design.
Left: 
Jasmine Stephens, Bristol.
This card came about because we discovered
loads of cigarette cards which my Father-in-
law had collected when he was young. They
were incomplete sets and rather than throw
them away I thought they would make rather
nice cards.

Below:
Mrs M. Berry, Teeside.
A quilled bouquet over a Mulberry
paper panel.
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Right: Mrs Jacklin, Cumbria.
The single fold card is cut to give the clock
shape, the face is cut from paper and trim-
med with peel off stickers.

Above: 
Mrs S. Parkinson, Lancashire.
Rubber stamped and embossed fairy
coloured with watercolours. The wing 
is stamped onto coloured plastic, cut
out and fixed over the plain wing.

Above: Morag Purdie, Glasgow.
The lettering is traced onto different papers
using a stencil, cut out and mounted on
sticky fixers. The card has been decorated
with various embellishments.
Above Right: Margaret Culpin, Suffolk.
Printed shoes on die cut panels with com-
puter printed wording.
Below: M. Delaney, West Midlands.
A Gold Label sticker on rainbow card, the
vase and flowers are coloured with water-
colour paint.

Above: Ann Renshaw, Lancashire.
Clown découpage paper with paper pun-
ched balloons and thread strings presented
on panels of card.

Below: Mrs E. Barrow, Berkshire.
A 3D découpage bordered with stickers
and mounted onto a sponged card.
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Left: Jane Seddon, Liverpool.
Rubber stamped accessories which are
water coloured and cut out before being
mounted over Mulberry panels with Gold
Label Wording.
Below: 
Brenda Judd, Hertfordshire.
A monochromatic design using a silhouette
sticker on a background of silver Mirri
card topped with a layer of angel hair,
mounted onto a black panel and the side 
of the card is decorated with a ribbon.

Above:
Maria Haffey, Hampshire. 
Gemstone flowers on wire stems 
and a paper cut vase.
Below:
Mrs A. Morgan, Devon.
A découpaged flower mounted onto
a CD with the coating removed to
make a transparent disc. The disc
has been decorated with peel off 
butterflies and borders.

Left:
Pat Wright, Wales.
Feather band made
with fluffy feathers,
printed wobbly eyes
and a ribbon strip.
The instruments
and music notes are
stickers.

Right:
Jill Davies, Wales.
Design made com-
pletely from Gold
Label stickers over
pearl paper layered
with parchment.

Below:
Jenny Smith, Lanarkshire.
Paper stripe with a striped, paper punched circle
decorated with gemstone butterflies.
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